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bieber finds his “Purpose”
by YESSICA NARANJO

After three years of TMZ headlines and an on-again, offagain rocky relationship, Justin Bieber seems to have regained
his balance on what everyone’s calling his “comeback album.”
tro dance sounds, is easily Bieber’s biggest and greatest album
so far. It’s an album that begs for forgiveness and redemption
with lyrics such as “Sometimes it’s hard to do the right thing,
when the pressure’s coming down like lightning” and “Talking
to my conscience I made a few mistakes, I did it to myself, I’m
the only one to blame.”
Right off the bat Bieber hits us with a short, but sweet
ballad that encompasses some of the best lyrics of the entire
written about his famous ex, Selena Gomez, and is not the only
song on the album that uses the same inspiration.
A personal favorite, and one of the strongest songs on
the entire album, is Bieber’s second single, “Sorry.” Also inspired by Gomez, it may be the best song on the entire album.
With a catchy beat and unforgettable tunes, “Sorry” is bound
to be stuck in your head and have you dancing along to every
lyric.
Bieber fan or not, Ed Sheeran fans will be all over “Love
the way you look that much, oh baby you should go and love
yourself.” With only a guitar and his vocals, Bieber sings about
a no-good love on the Sheeran-penned track. It’s smooth and
memorable tune, very different from the other tracks on the
album.
“No Pressure”, the 7th song on the album, is about realizing his mistakes and his love for a girl, telling her take her
time, “calm down, don’t rush, no pressure.” It’s a song that begs
one to sing along, the lyrics full of regret and passion.
“Only God can judge me,” sings Bieber on one of his
most down-to-Earth tracks on the album, “Life Is Worth
Living.” Bieber, a Christian, shows his rekindled spirituality

by WILSON MADDOX

Up in the sky and soaring towards a theater
near you, what could it be? A Bird? A plane? NO!
It is yet another superhero movie! Fear not, with
more on the way, your pockets will be empty this
year paying for all these movie tickets. Hollywood seems to be churning out new comic book
inspired movies every year, with eight superhero

throughout that track as well as on the bonus track, All In It.
The title track, “Purpose”, is surprisingly one of the best
and most revealing songs on the whole albums. “Ask you to
forgive me for my sins,” sings Bieber. “I’m more than grateful for the time we spent, my spirit’s at ease.” It’s a song that
reaches straight for your heart and brings tears to your eyes,
with a spoken outro that gives the song a haunting but honest
feel.
If you’ve never been a Bieber fan, it’s time to open your
mind and give him a chance. “Purpose” is an album that shows
his growth and maturity, with a different style than his previous
albums. It’s real, it’s honest, it’s full striking tracks with beautiful lyrics that undoubtedly makes “Purpose” one of the best
albums of 2015.

Columbia native brings new sound to indie scene
by IAN GRAYBILL
Toro y Moi, legend of Columbia’s indie scene, now has 5
albums under his belt and is a well known name internationally
for his distinctive chillwave sound. His new mixtape, “Samantha”, is an interesting fusion of trap beats and dreamy ambient
soundscapes that still contain remnants of his earlier work.
The tracks featuring Kool A.D. presents perhaps some
of the catchiest songs of Toro’s career. The atmospheric trap
rhythms of ‘Real Love’ create the perfect environment for Kool
A.D.’s staccato, Future-esque vocals, and the eerie, bouncing
beat on ‘That Night’ making room for his ironic lines about
cold cuts and donuts. The ambient tracks draw you in with
curiosity and the catchy beats satisfy the building tension.
Samantha opens with ‘The Power of Now’, a dark,
atmospheric track with chopped up, washed out vocals. Toro’s
classic chillwave synths swell in the background as a acid synth
bass squelches on top of the beat. ‘Late’ is where you get the
Little yelps are layered over the drums, giving personality to
the beat. Grimy organ chords come in behind Kool A.D.’s
catchy and vibing, but constantly changing verse. ‘Us 2’ starts
off with a dreamy, crystalline digital synth that you might hear
on a Shigeo Sekito track. The lead synth and keys swell to create a dreamy texture, and they melt into the more grounded
beat and synth-bass.
The unique sound of the tape is topped off by consistent
lyrical themes that give it a bit of a concept. This is thrown
right in your face on the track ‘Want’, with a sample from The
Notebook’s “What do you want” scene where a Noah yells at
his girlfriend. The dramatic sample and vocals in this song set a
pretty serious tone for the tape, and the mood ends up staying

superhero
movies take
over this year

comic fans, and anyone who simply likes the action and drama of superhero movies.
“I love seeing comic books come to life,”
Junior Chris Dove said in reference to his favorite
part of watching superhero movies.
Another reason for some to love comic
book movies, and other forms of entertainment,
is simply growing up with them. Senior Jordan
Haggwood shares his childhood memories.
“When it comes to Marvel Vs DC, I choose Marvel. Simply because I grew up loving Marvel, I still
remember all the toys I collected, and me and my
dad playing Marvel based video games together
when I was little.”
Despite the image that only comic book
readers watch comic book movies, it’s not just for
the hardcore comic fans.
Senior Tucker Nelson watches superhero
movies, albeit more casually.
“I’m not that into going to see the movies. I
just watch them when they come on TV,” Nelson
said.
However, he does prefer certain superhero
movies to others.
“I like the Christopher Nolan Batman series,
because they are a lot more interesting to me.”
special for everyone in terms of new super
human action movies, especially because of the
competition between brands. Superhero movies
over the past couple of years have been mostly
by Marvel. However, DC comics plans to release
its own cinematic heavy hitter in the form of Batman V Superman, which debuts this march. This
competition between marvel and DC offers more
variety because it gives more who love seeing
their favorite superheroes on the big screen.
“What I think the effect is that there would
be better superheroes in different universes, so
it all depends on what you like to read,” Junior
Tyrone Harvey said, talking about the different
heros between Marvel and DC in their respective
comics.

consistent with a lot of Toro’s earlier work such as “Anything
in Return” and “Underneath the Pine.” Overall, the mixtape is
a really interesting take on modern trap with deep, psychedelic
soundscapes that will leave you looking further into the sound
with each listen.

enough reason to make more movies, but also
because of the overwhelming popularity that they
have .
“I think superhero movies are popular,
because everyone seems to tend to have a great
imagination and loves to watch their favorite
superhero.” Haggwood said, saying it’s how these
movies capture our imagination that makes them
so popular.
Comic book collector or not, moviegoers
screen to look forward to this coming year.

